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Do clutch hitters exist? More precisely, are there any batters whose performance in
critical game situations consistently exceeds expectations, as established both by that
batter’s performance in less critical situation and also by the relative performance of
average batters in critical game situations?
Thirty years ago one of us published a first investigation of clutch hitting (1), using 1969
and 1970 data (2) that at the time seemed the only play-by-play information that might
ever become available. Its conclusions, that any clutch abilities were too small to be
either detectable or meaningful, have been confirmed repeatedly (3) as much more data
have emerged. However skepticism remains. The occasional stresses that all of us
experience in our daily lives are certainly felt as negative influences on our own “clutch
performances”, and professional athletes in particular often talk about the challenge of
contending with the pressures of critical game situations. Thus “clutch hitting”
exemplifies the puzzling and fascinating conflicts that occasionally arise between human
perceptions and the results of objective investigation.
For example, recently Bill James (4) has proposed that the existence of clutch hitters, as
exemplified by David Ortiz’s recent heroics, is obscured by “fog”, that is, the
unavoidable random variation in the performances of all players and game situations that
underlie those objective investigations. Perhaps, he says, clutch hitting is a strong, and so
more consistent and detectable, ability only for certain classes of players, identifiable by
their personality type or overall hitting style.
Our response has been to perform several new studies, taking fullest advantage of the last
fifty years of play-by-play that Retrosheet (5) now provides, that attempt objective
answers to the following questions about clutch hitting –
1) Do batting performances actually decline in critical game situations, in general?
2) How thick is that “fog” that Bill reminds us about?
3) Over the last fifty years, what are the largest “clutch” or “non-clutch” career
performances?
4) With respect to Bill’s proposed player classes, how many players would need to be
members in order to be persuasive about clutch hitting?
5) Would a “clutch hitting” skill reflect well on the players who possessed it?
For those readers who prefer conclusions without statistical equations or argumentative
logic, here are the objective answers to those questions.
1) The average batting production by major league players with runners in scoring
position, as measured by OPS from 1957 to 2007, is indistinguishable (if anything very

slightly higher) for the 15% of plate appearances when the game is late and close (as
defined by Elias), once appropriate corrections are made for the substantial superiority of
the pitchers offsetting the greater frequency of intentional walks and the modest
superiority of the batters.
2) The “fog” of random statistical variation is much greater than most baseball fans
realize, even those with an analytical bent. Indeed, that random variability has about the
same effect on season outcomes such as batting titles and pennant winners as do
differences in player skills. Considering also this lack of effect by game situation on
overall batting and the small number of high pressure game situations that any individual
batter encounters, objective evidence that some particular hitter’s superior record in
clutch situation is a skill rather than a chance result is very unlikely ever to appear. To
that extent, we agree with Bill James.
3) On a career basis, David Ortiz and a different clutch hitter nominee (5), Mark Grace,
are both around a third of the way down a ranked list of “clutch performances”, among
all players with 3000 plate appearances from 1957 to 2007. Positive but hardly to any
notable extent. The highest career clutch performance was by Scott Fletcher, who on
average contributed about ten more runs’-worth per year (or one game per year in the
standings) to his teams than his season statistics imply. At the bottom of the ranked list is
Richard Hidalgo, who contributed ten fewer runs’-worth. The overall distribution of the
897 career clutch performances is entirely attributable to chance deviations around our
first result, that batters in general perform no differently in clutch situations.
4) The considerable thickness of the fog also makes identifying any class of players likely
to possess a “clutch ability” into a considerable challenge. Inspection of the ranked list
does suggest a tendency for power hitters to have experienced lower clutch performances.
However this tendency may instead reflect slight weaknesses in the metrics we have
used.
5) To repeat the concluding suggestion in the original study, but also now knowing that
batters in general perform no differently in clutch situations -- if a batter’s performance in
clutch situations truly exceeded that in other situations, might that not indicate that he
was putting forward a less than maximal effort in non-clutch situations? Why would that
be a desirable player characteristic?
We now describe, in general terms, the studies that lead to these conclusions.
(methodological details of course being available from the authors.) First, perhaps the
most important new finding. We compare the general performances of batters in tense
game situations with performance in all situations, for two groups, one based on the Elias
definition of “late and close” and considering all major league plate appearances from
1957 to 1979, and the other based on the Mills brothers’ model (see below) and
considering only the previously mentioned group of 897 players who clearly had more
successful major league careers. For this purpose we use the widely accepted OPS metric,
originally proposed by one of us (6). Here are the results.

Group
All players, Elias “late and close” (15% of appearances)
891 players, tensest 10% of plate appearances (Mills)

OPS: Tense
Situations
.704
.779

OPS: All
Situations
.715
.771

Certainly factors other than tension affect the average outcome of “late and close” plate
appearancesl. The best available pitchers will be used (depressing OPS in tense
situations), but pinch hitters are used more and intentional walks occur twice as often
(raising OPS in tense situations). However, we estimate that these factors roughly cancel
one another, so that, as the tabulated OPS values themselves suggest, major league
hitters’ is little if at all affected by game situation tension.
Further investigations require a working definition of pure clutch performance, and we
follow other analysts in taking the approach that the Mills brothers (2) pioneered. The
probable outcome of any game fluctuates at-bat by at-bat until the game ends, and this
probability fluctuation constitutes a “win value”, a positive or negative contribution that a
batter makes to his team’s chance of winning, as the outcome of each and every plate
appearance. The sum of these win values over every appearance in a particular batter’s
career becomes a direct measurement of that batter’s total win value. Division of that
total performance by the number of plate appearances yields the batter’s average win
performance.
However there is a general propensity for superior hitters to have superior win
performances in any game situation. To isolate “clutchness”, a possible tendency for a
hitter to be more effective in critical game situations than otherwise, this general
propensity must be removed from that hitter’s total win value. Linear weights (also
introduced by one of us) provide a thoroughly tested measure of situation-independent
hitting skill. We can then compare these two measurements, win performances depending
only on how the probability of victory changed after each plate performance, and linear
weights depending only on the fundamental counting statistics. Correlation of the 897
players’ seasonal win performances now available with their corresponding linear weight
totals yields this general propensity, as depicted by the diagonal line in Figure 1. The
“clutchness” or “non-clutchness” of a player in a particular season then becomes the
distance by which his total win performance in that season lies above or below the
particular position on that diagonal determined by his linear weight total. Figure 1 also
shows these clutchness results for each season of David Ortiz’s career. His reputation for
clutchness was built in 2005 and 2006. His hitting in 2007 was even slightly better
overall (the 2007 point is farther to the right of the graph) but less timely (the 2007 point
is also lower), yielding a lower-than-average “clutchness” result.

However, no one doubts that baseball is a “percentage game”, that because of
unavoidable and therefore random variations such as “bad bounces”, good performances
can produce bad results and vice versa. To what extent might David Ortiz’s historically
superior clutch performances in 2005 and 2006 be matters of good fortune? This type of
question motivated us to estimate the general magnitudes of these inherent and inevitable
random variations in both win value and linear weight performances, using a variety of
computer modeling approaches.
Another way of expressing this central concern is shown in Figure 2, which compares the
“clutch performance results” we have just defined (at the bottom) with a curve
representing our various estimates (which all agree within 10% or so) of these random
variations in clutch performance (or, in Bill James’ language, the density of the “fog”).
As the graph suggests and as probability theory confirms, there is nothing in the overall
distribution of “clutch performance results” for the 897 most active batters over the last
fifty years that proposes anything other than random fluctuations as their “cause”.

Because of both the importance of the result and also the uncertainties of the result from
any individual computer model, the largest component of this study involved devising
and applying several independent computational approaches. The agreement among their
results is encouraging.
Here are brief descriptions of these approaches:
 Direct simulation, or actual “play” of 1220 games with 18 similar batters and
using the same outcome probabilities regardless of “game situation”.
 Comparing actual “clutchness” distributions with a performance distribution that
is undoubtedly random, in this case the remainder from dividing the day of the
month of the game by 10. actual seasonal win-performance-to-linear-weight
comparisons by “clutchness”
 Considering that Ortiz’s two greatest “clutch” seasons were consecutive, perhaps
suggesting that “clutch ability” is real but fleeting, and recapitulating a key
component of the original study, we calculated the correlation coefficient between
“clutch performance results” in all consecutive seasons of at least 250 BFP’s each
for every one of those 895 most successful batters. The resulting r2 value of .002
is as inconsequential as it looks. For comparison, the r2 value for OPS itself is
0.43.
 Presumably batters feel pressure most strongly at the unproven starts of their
major league careers. However the batting average of these 895 batters in their
first hundred BFP, .260, is not very different from their collective career batting
average.

Thus the results of the original study (1) are yet again confirmed, this time by every
analysis we can devise and based mostly on fifty seasons of major league play. Over this
period there is no convincing evidence that any fluctuation of any batter’s performance in
tense situations had any cause beyond random variation. Furthermore, because batting
performance is unaffected by game situation overall, there would be no honor in being
identified as a clutch hitter. Why shouldn’t a major league batter give his best effort
regardless of the game situation?
The conflict continues between the feeling of tension in critical game situations,
expressed even by many of the most experienced and successful major league batters, and
the actual outcomes.
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Attention: Clutch Hitters Indoor is officially closed for the season! We are moving our location, check back in the fall for our new address
and details! Click here for a letter from our Board of Directors! A career .294 hitter, Choo is even better in the clutch with a .307 average
with runners in scoring position and a .303 mark with two outs and runners in scoring position. Throw in a .356 average with the bases
loaded, and you have one heck of a hitter when it matters most. Andre Ethier. 11 of 25.Â All that makes Pujols the most clutch hitter in
the game today. Your sports. Delivered. A clutch hitter is a baseball player who is seemingly adept at getting a hit in high-pressure
situations, i.e. in the clutch. This usually refers to getting a hit (particularly a home run) when the player's team is trailing late in a game
and needs to score to tie or take the lead, especially if there are already two outs in the inning and/or the batter already has two strikes.
That said, a clutch hit can occur at any point in the game if the circumstances are similarly high-stakes. Amazingly, The New York Times
- 22 May 2021 - predicts massive population reduction over the next few decades. "Fewer babies' cries. More abandoned homes.
Toward the middle of this century, as deaths start to exceed births, changes will come that... TRIVIA Clutch Hitter was released in April
1991. This game was only available as a conversion kit (no dedicated cabinets were made). The marquee, sideart, bezel, and control
panel overlay are all green, while the joysticks are red ball top units.Â Informations provided by Fabricio Coroquer, revisited from the
work of. Procyon. NOTICE: The short version was discontinued in November 2019.

